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brunt of the. evils that were produced by them, and which, if ever again exposed to similar trials, may thus have the benefit of the, lesson and the. warning upon those on whom (.he. administration of public, affairs may chance, in such a crisis, to have devolved.
The question of a national bank has been, in all its phases and at all times, one of the most disturbing characters in our history. The; occasion of which we. speak was the fourth on which the. Country has been agitated with especial violence by its appearance, on the legislative, stage. The. extent to which our national councils were shaken \\4ien (ho subject was first introduced, with other and kindred devices from the fertile genius of Alexander Hamilton, will never be. forgoUon; the second arose at. the expiration of the charter of the. first bank, when a severe struggle was made, for its renewal --a struggle in which its petition to Congress was attempted to be sustained by means and influences similar in spirit to (hose afterwards resorted to, but without success; the third at the establishment of the. second and last bank, through an honest, but mistaken imprcs sion, on the part of the virtuous Madison, of the necessity of such an institution, and, lastly, the fierce conflict now the subject of our review, and in which as a national institution it was, it is to In* hoped, finally overthrown. Whether another attempt to establish a, national bank will he made1 and, if so, how soon, arc questions which no man will undertake to answer with confidence. There are. certainly ninny0 who think (hat (he subject, will never again be revived and this is a consummation devoutly to be wished. Hut where was the political prophet, who, in IK11, when the question of the renewal of the charter of the first hank was decided and, as was at (lie time, supposed, finally derided 5n the negative by the casting vote, of (Jeorge Clinton and when a large majority of (he people, said of his course " uell done, good and faithful servant I " would have, had the boldness to predict (hat if would In- revived and a new national bank established in JM1U, less than four years afterwards? Kspccially would such a prediction have been deemed preposterous if if. had been also assumed that a result, apparently so improbable, would be brought about, by the consent and approval of .Jamcm Madison! Mr, Webster indeed asseverated that a national bank whs an "'obsolete, idea" but it is to me, not at all likely that the proposition was dictated by a settled opinion founded on a comjmri son of the facts of the past with (be probabilities of the future. Disappointed and deeply mortified as he was by the failure of the exaggerated estimate, he had formed of the invincibility of ;i great money power willing to devote all it•; means to the accomplishment of its objects, if 5s, to my mind, much more probable that the declara

